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PROCESSING OF IMAGES USING A LIMITED NUMBER OF BITS



communication network in use. The transmission of images in the communication network, such as a mobile telephone



network, is problematic because of the large quantity of infor Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca



mation. Because the available communication channel is slow, the image material must be compressed so that several minutes would not be taken for the transmission of a single



tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.



image. DPCM (differential pulse code modulation) is a known method, by which a pixel is encoded/transmitted on the basis of the preceding pixel. The method is used for the conversion of an analog signal to a digital signal, wherein the difference



CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS



between a sampled value of the analog signal and its predicted value is quantized and encoded in digital format. Code words formed by the DPCM method represent differences between



This application claims priority under 35 USC §119 to Finnish Patent Application No. 20030045 ?led on Jan. 13, 2003.



values.



By differentiating the pulse code modulated (PCM) code FIELD OF THE INVENTION



The present invention relates to a method for processing



images, in which method the number of bits per pixel is limited, wherein the pixel is encoded with the limited number



20



words, a DPCM code word sequence of variable length is obtained, which normally compresses the given data to a format suitable for the transmission. Because the code words are normally of variable length, the result is not always nec



of bits. The present invention also relates to a system for



essarily below the predetermined bit number (M), because the longest code word is longer than the original number (N) of



image processing, which system is arranged to process the



bits. To make sure that the code word is shorter than the limit



value (M), the DPCM code words must be quantized, after



image using a limited number of bits in the bit sequence per



pixel, wherein the system also comprises means for encoding the pixel to the limited number of bits. Furthermore, the present invention relates to a device for image processing, which device is arranged to process the image using a limited number of bits in the bit sequence per pixel, wherein the device also comprises means for encoding the pixel to the



25



30



limited number of bits. The invention also relates to a com



puter software product for image processing. The invention also relates to a camera module and a circuit comprising an



encoder and a decoder. Furthermore, the invention relates to a



device for image processing, which device comprises a



35



decoder. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION



Digital cameras comprise semiconductor cells, such as



40



CCD (Charge Coupled Device) or CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor) cells comprising a photosensi



A1 which discloses a DPCM image codec supplemented with PCM technology. A questionable method is used to reduce the quantity of data in a digital image. In the method, the process of encoding digital data is used to convert the data with M bits per pixel to a code word of N bits, when N


decoding of the pixels of varying length is thus strongly dependent on other pixels. Another problem in the decoding of pixels with varying length according to related art is that it is not easy to determine from the code stream, which pixel each code represents.



tive sensor. The operation of the sensor in the cell is based on



the principle that it is always charged when radiation impinges on it. The cell comprises densely placed parallel pixels which convert light to electrical signals. For colour



which the compression method becomes lossy. This problem is discussed in the publication DE 4210246



45



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION



detection, the pixels of the cell are covered by a ?lter which



The aim of the present invention is to provide an improved



transmits, at certain pixels, only red colour, only green colour and only blue colour, respectively, forming a colour ?lter



method for compressing image data, in which the location of



array. There is a given number (N) of bits per each pixel. If the



50



data processing unit is capable of processing images of M bits and if N>M, a conversion of the image to a smaller size is needed, which means a reduction in the number of bits per



pixel. Normally, the number of bits perpixel is 8 bits, but there are cases in which a greater number is used, for example 10 bits



55



per pixel. Normally, in a data processing device, one byte consists of 8 bits; therefore, it will be necessary to compress an image of 10 bits.



Furthermore, the compression of the image is necessary, because the digital reproduction and processing of images is



60



no longer limited to computers but, to an increasing extent,



images can be produced and displayed with smaller devices, such as, for example, mobile communication devices. In mobile communication devices, the use of images is largely similar to the use in computers. Images are stored in the device and they are transmitted to another device across a



65



each encoded pixel can be determined independently. This is possible in that the code words have a ?xed length, wherein no



separate signals will be needed to indicate the initial point of the next code word. By the method of the invention, each image line can also be encoded and decoded independently. This is possible, because no pixel will need information about other pixels on another line. By means of the invention, high quality compression is achieved for raw data of N bits for its transmission to an image processing module of M bits (M


prediction value is found, the difference between the pixel and the prediction value is determined, wherein the difference is used to select the encoding method to be used for encoding the bit string of said pixel, wherein the encoded bit string with
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a ?xed length also comprises a code Word indicating the



Will be needed to select the method for decoding the pixel, Wherein each pixel can be decoded independently. This is achieved in that the bit format at the beginning of the bit string indicates the decoding method to be used. The encoding



encoding method selected for the pixel. The image processing system according to the invention is characterized in that the system is arranged to search for a



prediction value corresponding to said pixel. If the prediction



system is formed in such a Way that the bit resolution decreases gradually more sloWly than the number of colours increases in each encoding alternative. The quality of the image is not affected in the method, because the bit format



value is found, the system is arranged to determine the dif ference betWeen the pixel and the prediction value, Wherein the means for encoding the pixel are arranged to apply the method corresponding to the difference for encoding the bit string of said pixel as Well as to encode, in the bit string, also



indicating the last encoding method is the shortest of all, Wherein more bits are left for encoding of the colour value



a code Word to indicate the selected encoding method in such a Way that the encoded bit string has a ?xed length. The device according to the invention is characterized in that the device is arranged to search for a prediction value



than in the other alternatives. HoWever, in proportion to the number of colours, there are feWer bits.



By the present invention, the process for encoding pixels



the device is arranged to determine the difference betWeen the



becomes faster and, furthermore, the method of the invention requires less memory capacity than methods of related art. The image produced according to the invention is of a better



pixel and the prediction value, Wherein means for encoding the pixel are arranged to apply the method corresponding to the difference for encoding the bit string of said pixel as Well



art. In the method, ?xed code Words are formed Which are easier to decode and Which guarantee an output suitable for



corresponding to said pixel. If the prediction value is found,



as to encode, in the bit string, also a code Word to indicate the selected encoding method in such a Way that the encoded bit



quality than images produced by the lossy methods of related 20



string has a ?xed length. The computer softWare product according to the invention



transmission. The codec according to the invention is simple to implement, and it does not require large buffers, because less buffering can be used in connection With ?xed code Words, or no buffering is needed at all.



is characterized in that the storage means of the computer



softWare product comprises computer instructions to search for a prediction value corresponding to said pixel, computer instructions to determine the difference betWeen the pixel and



25



In the folloWing, the invention Will be described in more



the prediction value, computer instructions for encoding the pixel by the encoding method indicated by the difference, as Well as computer instructions to encode the code Word rep



detail With reference to the appended draWings, in Which FIG. 1 shoWs an advantageous example of an encoder/ 30



resenting the encoding method indicated by the difference, in such a Way that the encoded bit string has a ?xed length. The camera module according to the invention is charac terized in that the camera module comprises means to search



for a prediction value corresponding to the pixel, Wherein the



35



camera module comprises means to determine the difference



betWeen the pixel and the prediction value, Wherein the means for encoding the pixel are arranged to perform the encoding of



the bit string of said pixel by the encoding method indicated by the difference as Well as to encode, in the bit string, also a



DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



40



decoder according to the invention, implementing a 10-8-10 bit conversion, and FIG. 2 shoWs another advantageous example of an encoder/ decoder according to the invention, implementing a 10-7-10 bit conversion, FIG. 3 shoWs a device performing encoding and/or decod ing of an image according to a particularly advantageous embodiment of the invention, and FIG. 4 shoWs a How chart of the operation of the encoder according to a particularly advantageous embodiment of the invention.



code Word to represent the encoding method indicated by the DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION



difference, in such a Way that the limited bit number is ?xed



to substantially all the encoded pixels of the image. The circuit according to the invention is characterized in that the encoder comprises memory means for storing the pixel as a prediction value, Wherein the encoder is arranged to



45



In the more detailed description of the invention, the fol loWing variables Will be used:



retrieve the prediction value corresponding to the pixel from



Xorig to determine the original pixel value (eg 10 bits), Xpred to determine the predicted pixel value,



said memory means. The encoder also comprises means for



Xdiff to determine the difference betWeen the original and



predicted values @(orig-Xpred),



determining the difference betWeen the pixel and the predic tion value, Wherein the encoder is arranged to encode said



50



pixel by the encoding method indicated by the difference, as Well as to encode, in the bit string, also a code Word to



Xenco to determine the encoded pixel value (eg 8 bits), and Xdeco to determine the decoded pixel value. The basic idea of the invention is that if the prediction is



represent the encoding method indicated by the difference, in



suf?ciently good, that is, the difference betWeen the original



such a Way that the limited number of bits is ?xed to substan



and predicted pixel values is smaller than a predetermined limit value (abs(Xdiff)


tially all the encoded pixels of the image.



55



The device according to the invention, comprising a decoder, is characterized in that the decoder is arranged to recognize the code Word in the bit string and to decode the



pixel by the encoding method indicated by the code Word. The decoder also comprises storage means for storing at least one decoded pixel as a prediction value, Wherein the decoder is



60



arranged to retrieve the prediction value corresponding to the pixel from said storage means.



example of a 10-bit colour image is processed, Which is compressed to 8 bits for the time of image transmission and



In other Words, in the invention, minor changes betWeen pixels are encoded With a differential pulse code, Wherein major changes betWeen pixels are encoded With a pulse code. In the method according to the invention, no control signals



PCM codec. Information about the selected codec is also transferred in connection With said values. In both methods, a ?xed number (M) of bits is used to represent one pixel. The bit number M is determined according to the capacity to be used. In an advantageous embodiment of the invention, an



65



processing. FIG. 1 shoWs an advantageous embodiment of an



encoder/ decoder implementing the method. In addition, Table 1 beloW shoWs the encoding of a pixel as an example. In
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the table, fourteen pixels of a random pixel line are collected, Which are encoded by the method according to the invention.



(00000001) is transferred, to avoid the code Word ‘0’ (00000000). The decoded code Word can be formed as fol loWs: Xdeco(0):4>


The table shoWs the original pixel (Xorig), the prediction value @(pred) corresponding to the original, the difference (Xdiff) betWeen the original pixel and the prediction value, the encoded bit string (Xenco) of the pixel, and the decoded pixel @(deco). In the example in the table, the original pixel



nco(1):Xorig(1)/4), because it is of a different colour than the



(Xorig) consists of 10 bits and is encoded to a pixel of eight



pixel Xorig(0).



bits @(enco). The encoded bit string @(enco) is further



To encode the third pixel (n:2), a prediction Will be needed, for Which the decoded value of the same colour,



for rounding. The second pixel Xorig(l) is processed accordingly @(e



decoded to 10 bits by the method according to the invention.



Naturally, the presented values are only examples and they



preceding the pixel in question, is used, to obtain the predic tion value for the third pixel Xpred(2):Xdeco(2—2). In the general format, the prediction value is obtained Xpred(n):



shall not be interpreted to restrict the invention.



Xdeco(n—2)), When n indicates the location of the pixel. The



TABLE 1



change (difference) in the pixel can be determined by calcu Xorig



Xpred



302 120 156 90 135 94 154 118 235 98 137 90 138 88



Not available Not available 302 122 156 90 135 94 154 118 235 98 138 90



Xdiff



Xenco



Xdeco



—146 —32 —21 4 19 24 81 —20 —98 —8 0 —2



01001011 00011110 10010011 01010000 00110101 00000100 00010011 00011000 01100100 00110100 01111000 00101000 00100000 00100010



302 122 156 90 135 94 154 118 235 98 138 90 138 88



In an advantageous embodiment of the invention, one pixel is used for prediction, Wherein the value on the left hand side



lating Xdiff(n):Xorig(n)—Xpred(n). If the absolute value of the change betWeen the pixel in



question and the prediction value is suf?ciently small (


in the encoding (to be described in more detail under section



(1) beloW). 25



prediction, more pixels can be used, for example three pixels, Wherein the prediction value is evaluated from three pixels (upper, left, upper left pixels) adjacent to a pixel. The three pixel prediction is preferably implemented in a Way presented in the applicant’s Finnish patent application No. 20000131.



30



35



40



This kind of a prediction Will give a better ?nal result in the



invention, but it Will require more memory capacity than prediction by one pixel and it Will eliminate the possibility to encode and decode each image line independently. For this reason, the more detailed description of the invention Will



50



55



tion. In the decoding process, in a corresponding manner, the decoder recogniZes the code Word at the beginning of the bit string, to select the method to be used for decoding. In the



decoding, the pixel value is determined by using the preced ing value of the same colour, already decoded, (Xpred(n): Xdeco(n—2)) as Well as the change that Was betWeen the



Wherein, in other Words, the pixel X(n-2) preceding the pre



8-bit data (1024/256I4). If Xenco(0):0, the value 1



the code Words mentioned in the description. After the code Word, one bit is reserved for the sign, because the change betWeen the pixels may be negative. The



remaining bits give the change value in a binary representa



ponents on the same line, there is another colour component



The reason for using number four as a quantiZer is that, in the example, the value is to be compressed from 10-bit data to



noted that sometimes there may also be a need to avoid other



complete code Words, such as, for example, “11111111”,



sented in such a Way that betWeen tWo identical colour com



ceding one is used, Which is, consequently, of the same colour as the pixel X(n). Naturally, there is no preceding value (to be used in the prediction) for the ?rst tWo pixels at the beginning of an image line, Wherein the original value is quantiZed. Xenco(0):Xorig(0)/4



length of 2, can be selected to be “00”. As the reason for the choice can be given the fact that it is thus possible to avoid the complete code Word “00000000” When the difference Zero is transmitted as the value —0, that is, “00 1 00000”. In this Way, the complete code Word “00000000” does not need to be avoided elseWhere, because the other code Words contain at least one “1” in them. When the second code Word is selected to be “00”, the code Word With the length of one must be “1” to make the decoding unambiguous. Because of the unam biguous decoding, the other tWo code Words are thus “010” and “01 1”. If the use of the complete code Word “00000000” did not need to be avoided, the code Words could naturally be



Wherein there may be a need to change the code Words. Consequently, the choice of the code Words is not restricted to



The image is encoded in such a Way that the same line



(for example, GRGRGR or BGBGBG, With red R, green G, blue B). On the basis of this information, the prediction can be implemented in such a Way that in the prediction of a pixel X(n), the preceding decoded pixel of the same colour is used,



the length of one is reserved for the symbol indicating escape from the encoding method, Which should be either “0” or “1”. Preferably, the code Word for the escape symbol is “1”, because thereby the second smallest code Word, having a



also, for example, “0”, “10”, “110” and “111”. It should be 45



focus on the prediction using one pixel.



method is used for encoding each line in the image. The encoding principle according to the invention, for one line, is illustrated in the How chart of FIG. 4. From the Bayer matrix image, Which is the best knoWn form of said colour matrix (CFA), it is knoWn that the data of a colour image is repre



The encoded bit string comprises, in the beginning, a code Word, from Which the magnitude of the change is detected (00, 010, 011; 


of the pixel is used as the prediction value @(pred). If there is no prediction value available, that is, in a situation in Which the tWo ?rst pixels of an image line are processed, the original pixel is quantized from N bits to M bits and is transferred to the PCM codec. In a second advantageous embodiment of the



value of the change betWeen the pixel in question and the prediction value is high (>127), the PCM codec Will be used



60



original pixel and the preceding pixel of the same colour (value:Xdiff:Xorig(n)—Xpred(n)). The pseudo code beloW represents a codec implementing the coding/decoding pro cess for each range of change: DPCMl:



if absQ(diff(n))


Xdeco(n):Xpred(n)+sign*value in Which 00 is the code Word, s represents the sign, and



“xxxxx” indicates, in ?ve bits, the value:absQ(diff(n))/
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7 1, the quantiZer being 1. For example, When Xdiff(n):—



of the image are processed independently in the same Way as



9, the coded value Xenco(n):“00 1 01001”



the preceding pixel line, Wherein the Whole image can be



DPCM2:



compressed.



if abs(Xdiff(n))


The superiority of the combination of the DPCM and PCM codecs to the DPCM codec alone is Well-founded When the combination is compared With the use of the DPCM codec



Xenco(n):“010 s xxxx”



Xdeco(n):Xpred(n)+sign*(32+2 *value)



alone. As an example, a situation (case 2) Will be presented, in Which the DPCM codec is used for encoding both minor and



in Which 010 is the code Word, s represents the sign, and



“xxxx” indicates, in four bits, the value:(absQ(diff(n))— 32)/2, the quantiZer being 2. For example, When Xdiff



major changes. With this example, the advantages Which are achieved by combining the DPCM method With the PCM



(n):54 or 55, then the coded value Xenco(n):010 0



method in a Way according to the invention, can be better understood by a person skilled in the art. It should be noted



101 1 .



DPCM3:



that this example is only given to illustrate the advantages of the invention; it has no signi?cance in the implementation of the invention.



if abs(Xdiff(n))


Xdeco (n):Xpred(n)+sign* (64+4 *value+ 1) if Xdeco(n)>1023, then Xdeco(n):1023 if Xdeco(n)


Case 2: Second Embodiment else Xenco(n):“1 s xxxxxx”



in Which 011 represents the beginning of the code Word, s



represents the sign, and “xxxx” indicates, in four bits, the value:(abs(Xdiff(n))—64)/4, the quantiZer being 4.



20



in Which 1 indicates the code Word, s represents the sign,



For example, When Xdiff(n):—123, —122, —121, or —120, then the coded value Xenco(n):011 1 1011.



and “xxxxxx” indicates, in six bits, the value:(abs(Xdiff



(n))/ 16), the quantiZer being 16. For example, When



It can be seen that in the last clause, the number one is



added to the decoded value, Which is due to rounding. When the quantiZer is four, it follows that four different values are



25



to be quantiZed, Wherein the error With the DPCM codec is



greater than With the PCM codec, because the quantiZing 30



the PCM and DPCM codecs are in the ranges [0, 1023] (10 In an advantageous embodiment of the invention, the escape symbol used is the shortest code Word “1”, as pre sented above. Although the escape symbol is not the most probable symbol, its choice Will result in a situation that the quantiZing error is so high that the code Word length cannot be



rences is alWays slightly reduced When the difference is increased, as a result of successful operation of the predictor. Because of this argument, (X+1) has been selected as the return value. 40



by increasing, for example, the non-quantiZed range of the implement the processing of a major change in the DPCM codec, because it Will result in the same situation as When the 45



50



in Which 1 is the code Word indicating a change, “xxxxxxx”



indicates, in seven bits, the value:Q(orig(n)/ 8), the



quantiZer being 8. For example, When Xdiff(n):520— 527, then the encoded bit string is “1 1000001”. The encoded bit string applying the PCM method com prises, as the ?rst bit, the escape symbol code Word 1, Which



55



has been eliminated. The number of symbols needed in the DPCM codec is feWer than or equal to N-(M-l) (for



example, 10—(8—1):3). In the DPCM encoding according to



ing of the colour value than in DPCM methods. By this 60



symbol, Which is M—1(8—1:7) bits. For the symbols of the



65



DPCM codec, there is thus no substantial need to use greater or equal quantiZing as in connection With the PCM codec. Furthermore, it is not necessary to use tWo different code Words for the same quantiZer, because the order of code Words can thus be changed or tWo code Words can be combined.



because the bit resolution is reduced gradually more sloWly than the number of colours is increased in the different encod



ing alternatives. The pixels of the image line are coded in a corresponding manner to the end of the line (EOR), by encoding minor



escape symbol folloW the real probability of the symbols. This applies also When the quantiZer is greater for greater changes. The length of the code Words is based on the quantity of the change in the folloWing Way: 1:change[128-1023], 2:[0-31], 3:[32-63], 3:[64-127]. The lengths are based on the shape of the change distribution after the quantiZing error



the invention, preferably all three of these are used. In the calculation of the maximum number of DPCM characters, the equation is based on the length of the value of the escape



has been selected so that more bits can be used for the encod



arrangement, it is possible to guarantee the image quality,



length of the escape symbol Was increased in the original solution. It should also be noted that the other symbols than the



Was introduced above in connection With the formation of the code Words. Case 1: First Embodiment PCM else



Xenco(n):“1 xxxxxxx”



increased any further. The impairment in the quality, caused by the longer escape symbol code Word, can no longer be restored by reducing the code Words of the other symbols and more probable symbols. Moreover, it is not Worthwhile to



original pixel value. The change of the encoding method is indicated by a special code Word, an escape symbol, Which



must be greater. This is because the values to be transferred to



bits) and [—1023, 1023] (11 bits), respectively.



?gures Qi) and @(+ 1) occur slightly more frequently than the higher ?gures CH2) and (X+3), because the number of occur



If the change is greater than the highest of said limit values (>127), the PCM codec is used in the advantageous embodi ment of the invention (case 1). Thus, the encoded value is not predicted from the preceding value but it is formed of the



Xdiff(n):528-543, then the encoded bit string is “1 0 100001”. It can be seen that the sign bit s “eats” one bit of the value



quantized in the same transmission value. These values are



(X), CH1), (X+2) and CH3), in Which X is an integer divis ible by four. To minimize the rounding error, the selected return value should be Q(+1.5). HoWever, this is not possible, because the return value must be an integer. Consequently, the best choices are (X+1) and (X+2). By probability, the loWer



if Xdeco(n)>1023, then Xdeco(n):1023 if Xdeco(n)


changes by the DPCM method and major changer by the



By using the method of the invention, the output, in the



PCM method. Correspondingly, the rest of the lines to the end



Worst case, is encoded in 7 to 10 bits. In a corresponding
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situation, the use of the DPCM codec alone Will result in an



second pixel is predicted by using the preceding decoded



output Which is encoded in 6 to 10 bits. By using the method according to the invention, the signal-to-noise ratio PSNR



third pixel is predicted by using the preceding decoded value



(Peak Signal Noise Ratio) used for measuring the image



of the same colour as the prediction value: Xpred(n):Xdeco



quality is in the range from 67.48 dB and 78.01 dB. If the PCM codec is replaced With the DPCM codec, the corre sponding ?gure Will drop to the range from 63.67 to 74.48 dB.



If



value as the prediction value: Xpred(n):Xdeco(n—1). The



(n-2). The fourth pixel is predicted by using the equation:



The image quality achieved by the arrangement according to the preceding embodiments of the invention can also be



then Xpred(n):Xdeco(n— 1 ) else Xpred(n):Xdeco(n—2).



achieved by using a smart DPCM codec (case 3), but this Will increase the complexity of the codec, Which may be a signi?



The other pixels in the line are predicted by using the



cant obstacle to using this embodiment of the invention in some environments. In this embodiment of the invention, it has been found that even though the values to be coded are in the range from —1023 to 1023, there are only 1024 different values for the prediction. By the other values, an Xdeco value is obtained, Which is smaller than 0 or greater than 1023. These values Will never occur in the original image. Conse



equation: if



((Xdeco(n—1):Xdeco(n—2) and Xdeco(n—2)>:Xdeco



(II-3))) then Xpred(n):Xdeco(n— 1 )



quently, in connection With major changes, the DPCM codec can be used in a smart Way as folloWs:



but if 20



Case 3: Third Embodiment else Xenco(n):“1 s xxxxxx” in Which 1 indicates the beginning of the code Word, s



represents the sign, and “xxxxxx” indicates, in six bits,



(II-4)))



then Xpred(n):Xdeco(n—2) else Xpred(n):Q(deco(n—2)+Xdeco(n-4)+1)/2. 25



the value:(absQ(diff(n))/ 8), the quantiZer being 8. values Which are not otherWise used in predicting encod 30



if value::64 then value:0



if value>64 then value:128—value, and the sign is changed For example, When absQ(diff(n)):528-543, then the encoded bit string is “1 1 111110”. In the decoding, the folloWing steps are taken: if value:0 then



Because the encoder according to the example of FIG. 2 uses four preceding pixels in the prediction, the memory



(Mem) is arranged for four pixels accordingly.



These high absolute values should be encoded by using



ing. The example beloW presents ?rst the change of the range and the decoding.



((Xdeco(n—1):Xdeco(n—3) and Xdeco(n—2)>:Xdeco



In connection With this bit conversion (10-7-10), the encoding/ decoding is carried out in a Way similar to the conversion from 10 bits to eight bits. HoWever, it must be noted that the code Words used and the ranges corresponding to them folloW the de?nition:



if absQ(diff(n))


Xdeco(n):Xpred(n)+sign*(8*64+7) else



the code Word is 000, sIsign, xxxq/alue:abs(Xdiff(n)/ 1) given in three bits, the quantiZeFI if absQ(diff(n))


Xdeco(n):Xpred(n)+sign*(8*value) if Xdeco(n)


40



Xdeco(n):Xdeco(n)+1024+3 but if Xdeco(n)>1023 then



Xenco(n):“0011 s xx”



Xdeco(n):Xdeco(n)-1024-3 else



Xdeco(n):Xdeco+sign*3



45



if Xdeco(n)>1023, then Xdeco(n):1023 if Xdeco(n)


10 bits to eight bits, and the decoder implements, accordingly, the bit conversion from eight to ten bits. The encoder (Enc) comprises a selector (Sel/Enc) Which changes the codec 55



perform the bit conversion from 10 bits to seven bits and back to tenbits. In the prediction, the predictor of FIG. 2 uses all the colour values in the line (tWo colours per line in Bayer



matrix). The ?rst pixel is encoded Without prediction. The



needed in connection With the bit conversion of the described kind, When four code Words are needed in connection With the



bit conversion (10-8-10). FIG. 3 shoWs a very reduced vieW of a system implement



ing an advantageous embodiment of the invention. The sys



tem preferably comprises devices A and B Which implement



bols preceding the symbol to be decoded are stored in a



memory (MEM), in decoded form. A similar decoding pro cess is also carried out by the actual decoder (Dec 8%10). FIG. 2 shoWs an advantageous example of the encoder and decoder according to the invention, Which are arranged to



the code Word is 01, sIsign, xxxxq/alue:(absQ(diff(n))— 32)/8, given in tWo bits, the quantiZeF8. if absQ(diff(n))>160, then Xenco(n):“1 xxxxxx” the code Word is 2, s:sign, xxxxxq/alue:Xorig(n)/ 16 given in six bits, the quantiZeF16. As it can be seen from the above, ?ve code Words are



according to magnitude of the change in question. DPCMl is in use, When Xdiff


the code Word is 0011, sIsign, xxq/alue:((absQ(diff(n))— 16)/4, given in tWo bits, the quantiZer:4 if absQ(diff(n))


the corresponding decoder, implementing the method of the invention. The encoder implements the bit conversion from



the code Word is 0010, s:sign, xxq/alue:(absQ(diff(n))— 8)/2 given in tWo bits, the quantiZer:2 if absQ(diff(n))


60
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the encoding (Enc)/decoding (Dec) according to the inven tion, respectively. The devices A, B can be placed physically separately in the system. The devices A, B can also be imple mented as a single physical unit. Arrangements of the described type, combining DPCM and PCM modulation or using smart DPCM modulation, can thus be implemented as



part of the electronic device, for example in a digital signal processing unit (DSP) in a camera or the like. Typically, the
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electronic device also comprises other functions, such as means for displaying (D) image information to the user and a processor for controlling the electronic device. A digital cam



the invention can be preferably implemented in connection



4. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said code Word is determined on the basis of the original and limited number of bits in the pixel in such a Way that the code Word length is tWo bits When the absolute value of the difference is less than 32, and that the code Word length is three bits When



era (C) comprising an image processing system according to With a mobile device, either as a separate unit or integrated in



the absolute value of the difference is more than 31 and less



the device, Which mobile device also comprises means for mobile communication. Furthermore, the digital camera



than 128, Wherein When the absolute value of the difference exceeds 128, the code Word length is selected to be one bit,



comprising the image processing system according to the



Wherein the encoding method is changed. 5. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the encoding



invention may be connected to a communication netWork



method to be used is selected betWeen differential pulse code modulation and pulse code modulation coding in such a Way that code Word lengths greater than one bit indicate the use of



(e. g. the Internet), such as WebCam. The Whole invention can



be implemented by using hardWare arrangements, a micro codable processor, or alternatively by computer softWare



differential pulse code modulation coding, Wherein the code



alone. All combinations of these are also possible. Conse quently, the invention can typically also be used as a part of larger softWare, it can be constructed as part of a separate encoding circuit, or it can be implemented in connection With



Word length of one bit indicates the use of pulse code modu



lation coding. 6. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the encoding method to be used is selected betWeen ordinary differential



a camera module to be retailed separately.



In the speci?cation, the present invention has been described according to tWo advantageous embodiments. It is obvious that the above-described different embodiments of



pulse code modulation coding and smart differential pulse 20



the invention can be combined to provide various embodi



ments of the invention Which comply, as such, With the spirit



coding.



of the invention. Therefore, the above-presented examples must not be interpreted as restrictive to the invention, but the embodiments of the invention can be freely varied Within the



code modulation coding in such a Way that code Word lengths greater than one bit indicate the use of differential pulse code modulation coding, Wherein the code Word length of one bit indicates the use of smart differential pulse code modulation



25



7. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said predic tion value is the value of one encoded pixel value or the



average of several encoded pixel values. 8. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the pixel is



scope of the inventive features presented in the claims herein beloW.



encoded for transfer betWeen a camera module and an elec



What is claimed is: 1. A method for image processing, in Which the number of bits is ?xed in an encoded bit string, Wherein a pixel is



encoded into the bit string, the method comprising: if a prediction value is not available for the pixel, encoding a quantized pixel value to the bit string, if the prediction value is available for the pixel, determining a difference betWeen the pixel value and the prediction value, Which difference is used for select



30
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for encoding is con?gured to encode a quantized pixel value to the bit string,



if the prediction value is available, the device is con?gured



ing a method for encoding among more than tWo



encoding methods to encode said pixel into the bit string, each method for encoding having a certain step size for quantizing a value, and said certain step size being different in each method for encoding, Wherein the method further comprising; determining a code Word indicating the selected encoding



tronic device. 9. An image processing system comprising a device com prising a processor con?gured to process an image, Wherein the device comprises means for encoding a pixel to an encoded bit string, in Which the number of bits is ?xed, Wherein: if a prediction value is not available for the pixel, the means



40



45



method on the basis of the original and limited number of bits in the pixel in such a Way that the code Word



to determine a difference betWeen the pixel value and the



prediction value, Which difference is used for selecting a method for encoding among more than tWo encoding methods to encode said pixel into the bit string, each method for encoding having a certain step size for quan tizing a value, and said certain step size being different in each method for encoding a code Word indicating the selected encoding method on the basis of the original



length does not exceed N-(M-l) Where M corresponds



and limited number of bits in the pixel in such a Way that



to the limited number of bits and N corresponds to the



the code Word length does not exceed N-(M-l) Where M corresponds to the limited number of bits and N



original number of bits; encoding said code Word indicating the selected encoding method and the quantizer step size, and the quantized



50



corresponds to the original number of bits, and, to encode a code Word indicating the selected encoding



method and the quantizer step size, and the quantized



value to the bit string, in Which method the encoded bit string has a ?xed-length



smaller than the length of the [originally digitized pixel for each encoded pixels in the image] bit string before



value to the bit string, in Which device the encoded bit 55



encoding. 2. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the code Word to indicate the selected encoding method is of variable length. 3. The method according to claim 1, Wherein quantizing is used to encode the bit string, Wherein ?rst a limit value is determined, Wherein said difference is compared With said limit value in such a Way that When the difference is smaller,



60



ence, Whereas When the difference is greater, the quantized



10. The system according to claim 9, Wherein the system is also con?gured to determine a limit value, Wherein the system is also arranged to compare said difference With said limit value in such a Way that When the difference is smaller, the



system is arranged to determine the quantized value by quan tizing the difference, Whereas When the difference is greater, the system is arranged to determine the quantized value by



the quantized value is determined by quantizing the differ



value is determined by quantizing the original digitized value of the pixel.



string has ?xed-length smaller than the length of the



[originally digitized pixel for each encoded pixel in the image] bit string before encoding.



65



quantizing the original digitized value of the pixel. 11. The system according to claim 9, Wherein the system is also con?gured for forming the length of the code Word on the
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basis of the original and limited number of bits in the pixel in



greater, the device is arranged to determine the quantized



such a Way that the code Word length is tWo bits When the absolute value of the difference is less than 32, and that the code Word length is three bits When the absolute value of the difference is more than 31 and less than 128, Wherein When the absolute value of the difference exceeds 128, the code Word length is one bit, to change the encoding method. 12. The system according to claim 9, Wherein the system also comprises a differential pulse code modulation codec and a pulse code modulation codec, Wherein code Word lengths greater than one bit indicate the use of the differential



value by quantizing the original digitized value of the pixel. 20. The device according to claim 18, Wherein the device comprises also a decoder for decoding the bit string in the Way indicated by the code Word. 21. The device according to claim 18, Wherein the device also comprises a transceiver for performing mobile commu nication. 22. The device according to claim 18, Wherein the device also comprises a transceiver for performing mobile commu nication. 23. A computer readable medium for storing software instructions for image processing With a limited number of bits in an encoded bit string of a pixel, as Well as for encoding the pixel to the limited number of bits Where said software



pulse code modulation codec, Wherein the code Word length of one bit indicates the use of the pulse code modulation codec.



13. The system according to claim 9, Wherein the system also comprises an ordinary differential pulse code modula



instructions are executed by a processor to carry out the



method of claim 1. 24. A camera module comprising the device of claim 18.



tion codec and a smart differential pulse code modulation



codec, Wherein code Word lengths greater than one bit indi cate the use of the differential pulse code modulation codec,



20



25.A circuit for image processing, Which circuit comprises



Wherein the code Word length of one bit indicates the use of



an encoder and a decoder, Which encoder comprises encoding



the smart differential pulse code modulation codec.



means con?gured to encode a pixel to an encoded bit string,



14. The system according to claim 9, Wherein said predic



in Which the number of bits is ?xed, Wherein: if a prediction value is not available for the pixel, the encoding means is con?gured to encode a quantized



tion value is the value of one encoded pixel value or the



average of several encoded pixel values. 15. The system according to claim 9, Wherein the system also comprises means for decoding the bit string to corre



spond to the encoding. 16. The system according to claim 9, Wherein the system also comprises a camera module and an electronic device.



30



17. The system according to claim 16, Wherein the elec tronic device comprises means for performing mobile com munication.



18.A device for image processing, Which device comprises a processor con?gured to process an image, Wherein the device comprises means for encoding a pixel to an encoded



35



bit string, in Which the number of bits is ?xed, Wherein: if a prediction value is not available for the pixel;



and limited number of bits in the pixel in such a Way that 40



the code Word length does not exceed N-(M-l) Where M corresponds to the limited number of bits and N



45



to encode said code Word indicating the selected encoding method and quantizer step sizes and the quantizer value to the bit string, in Which the circuit the encoded bit string has ?xed-length



the means for encoding is con?gured to encode a quan



tized pixel value to the bit string if the prediction value is available, the means for encoding



corresponds to the original number of bits, and,



is con?gured to determine the difference betWeen the pixel value and the prediction value, Which difference is used for selecting a method for encoding among more than tWo encoding methods to encode said pixel into the bit



smaller than the length of the [originally digitized pixel for each encoded pixel in the image] bit string before



string, each method for encoding having a certain step



encoding.



size for quantizing a value, and to determine a code



Word indicating the selected encoding method on the basis of the original and limited number of bits in the pixel in such a Way that the code Word length does not exceed N-(M- 1) Where M corresponds to the limited number of bits and N corresponds to the original



26. The circuit according to claim 25, Wherein the encoding 50



27. The circuit according to claim 25, Wherein the encoding method to be used is ordinary differential pulse code modu lation coding or smart differential pulse code modulation 55



ing method and the quantizer step size, and the quan



29. A device for image processing, comprising: 60



encoding. 19. The device according to claim 18, Wherein the device is also con?gured for determining a limit value, Wherein the device is also arranged to compare said difference With said limit value in such a Way that When the difference is smaller, the device is arranged to determine a quantized value by quantizing the difference, Whereas When the difference is



coding. 28. The circuit according to claim 25, Wherein the decoder is arranged to decode the bit string by a decoding method corresponding to the encoding method used.



tized value to the bit string, in Which device the encoded bit string has ?xed-length



smaller than the length of the [originally digitized pixel for each encoded pixel in the image] bit string before



method to be used is differential pulse code modulation or



pulse code modulation coding.



number of bits, and, to encode said code Word indicating the selected encod



pixel value to the bit string, if the prediction value is available, the encoding means is con?gured to determine a difference betWeen the pixel value and the prediction value, Which difference is used for selecting a method for encoding among more than tWo encoding methods to encode said pixel into the bit string, each method for encoding having a certain step size for quantizing a value, and said certain step size being different in each method for encoding determine a code Word indicating the selected encoding method on the basis of the original



a decoder for decoding an encoded bit string to obtain



pixels of an image, in Which bit string the number of bits



is ?xed, Wherein the bit string comprises a code Word and a value,



Wherein the decoder comprises decoding means con?g 65



ured to recognize the code Word to select a decoding method indicated by the code Word among at least a ?rst decod
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ing method and a second decoding method correspond ing With the encoding method used in forming the bit



string; to determine a dequantiZer value on the bases of the



selected decoding method,



5



pixel value to the bit string, if the prediction value is available, Wherein the encoding means is con?gured to determine the difference betWeen the pixel value and the prediction value, Which difference is used for



Wherein the decoder comprises a memory for storing at least one decoded pixel as a prediction value, Wherein the device is arranged to retrieve the prediction value



corresponding to the pixel from said memory, Wherein said code Word has been determined on the basis



of the original and the limited number of bits in the pixel in such a Way that the code Word length does not exceed



N-(M- 1) Where M corresponds to the limited number of bits and N corresponds to the original number of bits, Wherein said device is con?gured to dequantiZe said value by said dequantiZer value to obtain a dequantiZed value, and if the ?rst decoding method Was selected, the device is con?gured to use said dequantiZed value to obtain the



pixel value,



15



pixel in the image] bit string before encoding. 30.A device for image processing, Which device comprises a processor con?gured to process an image, Wherein the



selecting a method for encoding among more than tWo encoding methods to encode said pixel into the bit string, each method for encoding having a certain step siZe for quantiZing a value, and said certain step siZe being different in each method for encoding to deter mine a code Word indicating the selected encoding method on the basis of the original and limited num ber of bits in the pixel in such a Way that the code Word length does not exceed N-(M-l) Where M corre sponds to the limited number of bits and N corre



20



sponds to the original number of bits, and, to encode the code Word indicating the selected encod



if the second decoding method Was selected, the device is con?gured to use said dequantiZed value and said



prediction value to obtain the pixel value, in Which device the encoded bit string has ?xed-length smaller than the length of the [obtained pixel value for each



device comprises encoding means for encoding a pixel to an encoded bit string, in Which the number of bits is ?xed, Wherein if a prediction value is not available for the pixel: the encoding means is con?gured to encode a quantized



ing method and the quantiZer step siZes and the quan tiZed value to the bit string; in Which device the encoded bit string has ?xed-length 25



smaller than the length of the [originally digitiZed pixel for each encoded pixel in the image] bit string



before encoding. *
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